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1. Introduction to KCS VRS Wizard 1.3 

 

The KCS VRS Wizard utility is a supplement to KCS MFPConnect product. It is a simple configuration and 
test tool that assists you to maintain the MFPConnect service-dependent VRS configuration on TCOSS and 
also, helps you to find the optimal Kofax VirtualReScan (VRS) parameters for a certain multifunctional 
peripheral (MFP) device. 

With this tool you can: 

– Maintain VRS use-case IDs on TCOSS. 

– Maintain VRS profiles stored on TCOSS (or in a VRS parameter file, which is an old method that applies 
to MFPConnect V2.0 or lower) 

– Maintain MFP shadow user => VRS profile assignment on TCOSS. 

– Perform VRS conversion for test purposes on a given (unprocessed) image file and display the output 
image on a TIFF viewer of your choice. This output image will be saved automatically in the same folder as 
the input file. Its file name will contain the main applied VRS settings (contrast/gamma correction/edge 
aggregation), which makes the subsequent identification of the output images easier. 

Please refer to the topic VRS configuration overview to understand the MFPConnect VRS configuration 
model. 

Note: This tool only helps to perform VRS conversion comfortably on a given image file with different VRS 
parameters. Choosing the optimal VRS parameters still has to be done by the tester. 
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2. VRS Parameter Tuning 

2.1 Process of VRS Parameter Tuning 

Step 1: Get an unprocessed (raw) test image from the MFP. 

For this purpose, send a test document to KCS via MFPConnect. Save the corresponding image file to the 
hard disk with TCfW. 

Step 2: Use KCS VRS Wizard to create VRS processed images from the raw image of step 1, experimenting 
with different VRS parameters in order to achieve the best image quality. 

See also Using KCS VRS Wizard for Parameter Tuning. 

Step 3: Decide which VRS parameter set is optimal. 

Examine the images processed by VRS and select your preferred quality output image or, in other words, 
your optimal VRS parameters. 

Step 4: Save the optimal VRS parameters to the VRS profile of the MFP on TCOSS. 

See also Store VRS Parameters for a UCID. 

2.2 Using KCS VRS Wizard for Parameter Tuning 

 

Step 1: Choose the input image file. (Click the Choose… button in the top right-hand corner.) 

 

The input image must be an unprocessed (raw) test image from the MFP that you want to process with VRS. 
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Step 2: Fill the edit fields Contrast, Gamma-correction, Edge aggregation, etc. with your test values or load 
these values from an existing VRS profile stored on TCOSS or in a VRS parameter file. 

(At the program start, the main VRS parameter fields are initialized with the default values: Contrast = 128, 
Gamma-correction (for color input image) = 128, Gamma-correction (for grayscale input image) = 128, Edge 
aggregation = 128.) 

With the Load parameters… button you can import values from an existing VRS profile stored on TCOSS. 

 

For MFPConnect v2.0 or lower, you can import these values from a VRS setting file. Use the radio-button 
group Load/Save VRS profile in the dialog-box ‘Configure KCS VRS Wizard’ to switch between these two 
modes. 

 

If Load/save VRS profile is set to TCOSS, a TCOSS login dialog box will appear: 

 

After a successful login, you can browse the VRS profiles stored on the TCOSS server. (For example 
“MFPTEMPL/VRSCA3170” is a VRS profile in the sample picture below.) Each VRS profile can contain one 
or more VRS parameter sets; each corresponding to the defined VRS use-cases. Select a use-case in the 
tree-view that has a VRS-logo-icon and click the Load button. 
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Step 3: Click the Convert+View button (or Convert if there is no TIFF viewer defined). 

 

VRS conversion will be performed on the input image file. The output file will be stored in the same directory 
as the input image file. The name syntax is: 

[input file name]_c[BWContrast]_g[ColorGamma]-[GrayGamma]_e[EdgeAggr].tif 

Additionally, if AdvancedClarity is used, an “_A” will be appended to the output image name. Furthermore, 
when using speckle width/height, then ds[ww][hh] will be appended. 

Example:  
Name of input image: TESTIMG.tif 
Name of output image: TESTIMG_c128_g128-128_e128.tif 

Or, with AdvancedClarity and Despeckle (width=5 / height=5): 
Name of output image: TESTIMG_c128_g128-128_e128_A_ds0505.tif 
 

If defined (which is the default), the image viewer will be opened automatically, displaying the processed 
image. 
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For defining / switching off the TIFF image viewer, select ‘Configure KCS VRS Wizard…’ from the menu. See 
also: Setting the Image Viewer 

Step 4: Repeat Step 3 with various Contrast/Gamma/Edge aggregation test values. 

Step 5: Examine the output images. Choose the best output image quality.  

Step 6: Save the corresponding VRS parameters to the VRS profile with the ‘Save parameters…’ button.  

 

If Load/save VRS profile is set to TCOSS, the dialog box ‘KCS VRS Wizard – Save parameters’ will be 
opened. 
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The last loaded profile and UCID will be automatically selected in the list. The field ‘New content to be saved’ 
will be filled according to the VRS settings of the main dialog. 

Click Save to save the changes on TCOSS. 
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2.3 Supported VRS Parameters and Their Description 

 

The following table matches the dialog box fields to the corresponding VRS parameter names: 

Dialog box controls field Corresponding VrsCmd5 library parameter 

Contrast BWContrast 

Gamma-correction (for color input image) ColorGamma 

Gamma-correction (for grayscale input image) GrayGamma 

Edge aggregation EdgeAggr 

AdvancedClarity (*) AdvancedClarity 

Speckle width DespeckleWidth (+DespeckleEnable) 

Speckle height DespeckleHeight (+DespeckleEnable) 

Auto-orientation (*) AutoOrientation 

Remove black border (EdgeCleanup) EdgeCleanup 

Remove blank pages (*) BlnkPgDeletion 

Auto-Crop AutoCrop 

Auto-Deskew AutoDeskew 

white / black (Scanner background definition) BlackBG 

 

Dialog box controls field Corresponding MFPConnect specific VRS 
conversion parameter 

Output format (TIFF or PDF) TcOutputFormat 

2.3.1 VRS Parameter Summary 

A) Scanner (MFP) Specific Settings: 

Parameter name Description Range Default 
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BWContrast Contrast setting for the case VRS doing color / 
grayscale to b/w conversion (only ColorMode=3). 

0, 255 128 

ColorGamma Gamma correction setting for the case VRS doing 
color to color or color to b/w conversion (only 
ColorMode=1 or 3). 

0, 255 128 

GrayGamma Gamma correction setting for the case VRS doing 
grayscale to b/w conversion (only ColorMode = 3). 

0, 255 128 

EdgeAggr Edge aggregation. Fine-tuning parameter for the edge 
detection algorithm. 

0, 255 128 

BlackBG Defining color of the scanner’s background for the 
AutoCrop / AutoDeskew feature. 

0=white, 1=black 0=white 

Note: The optimal values for these settings are typically determined by a process of trial and error for each 
MFP model of interest. This even applies to BlackBG, which indicates the color of the scanner’s background. 
In some cases, a scanner with a black background may work better with the white background deskew and 
cropping algorithms. 

 

B) VRS Basic Feature Control: 

Parameter name Description Range Default 

EdgeCleanup Replaces black pixels in the border around the image with 
white pixels. 

0=off, 1=on 0=off 

AutoCrop Crops images to the actual size of the scanned document. 0=off, 1=on 0=off 

AutoDeskew Straightens skewed images. 0=off, 1=on 0=off 

DespeckleEnable VRS removes speckles from the image. 0=off, 1=on 0=off 

DespeckleHeight Height of the speckles to be removed (in pixels). 0-75  

DespeckleWidth Width of the speckles to be removed (in pixels). 0-75  

 

C) VRS Professional Feature Control 

Parameter name Description Range Default 

AutoOrientation Rotates the image according to the orientation of the text in 
the image. 

0=off, 1=on 0=off 

AdvancedClarity Suppresses dense pattern document backgrounds. 0=off, 1=on 0=off 

BlnkPgDeletion Removes blank pages. 0=off, 1=on 0=off 

2.3.2 Description of the Parameters 

A) Scanner (MFP) Specific Settings 

 

BWContrast 

Range: [0, 255] 

Default: 128 

Description: BWContrast is the amount of difference between the lightest and darkest areas on an image. For 
VRS, the BWContrast parameter affects how the content is enhanced. VRS sees content as anything that 
has an edge. When VRS detects an edge, it is enhanced based upon the setting in the BWContrast 
parameter. As the BWContrast value increases, the content does not need as much of an edge in order to be 
enhanced. Fainter content will become more visible. At the highest value, VRS may even enhance invisible 
tape or the grain of the document. As the BWContrast value decreases, the content needs more of an edge 
in order to be enhanced. Darker content will remain while faint content will begin to disappear. At the lowest 
value, only content like solid lines, barcodes, and logos will be visible. 

Note: This setting applies only when VRS is returning a black and white image and the input image is 
grayscale or color. 

Note: The optimal value for this setting is typically determined by a process of trial and error for each scanner 
model of interest. 
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ColorGamma 

Range: [0, 255] 

Default: 128 

Description: When a scanner scans a document, it determines how to convert the light intensity of that 
document into pixels using a value called “gamma”. The ColorGamma parameter is used in VRS to 
compensate for scanners whose built-in gamma value leads to lower quality images. As the ColorGamma 
parameter is decreased to the lower end of the range, VRS applies significant contrast between the lightest 
and darkest areas of an image. As the ColorGamma parameter is increased to the upper end of the range, 
VRS applies minimal contrast between the lightest and darkest areas of an image. 

Note: This setting applies only when ColorMode=3 or ColorMode=1, and the input image is color. 

Note: The optimal value for this setting is typically determined by a process of trial and error for each scanner 
model of interest. 

 

GrayGamma 

Range: [0, 255] 

Default: 128 

Description: This is similar to ColorGamma, but for grayscale input images. 

Note: This setting applies only when ColorMode=3 and the input image is grayscale. 

Note: The optimal value for this setting is typically determined by a process of trial and error for each scanner 
model of interest. 

 

EdgeAggr 

Range: [0, 255] 

Typical values: 88, 92, 128, 160, 163, 168, 192. 

Default: 128 

Description: This is a fine-tuning parameter for the edge detection algorithm discussed with BWContrast 
above. 

Note: The optimal value for this setting is typically determined by a process of trial and error for each scanner 
model of interest. 

 

BlackBG 

Range: 0=white, 1=black 

Default: 0=white 

Description: This tells VRS the color of the scanner’s background and affects AutoCrop and AutoDeskew 
processing. 

Note: The optimal value for this setting is typically determined by a process of trial and error for each scanner 
model of interest. In some cases, a scanner with a black background may work better with the white 
background deskew and cropping algorithms. 

 

B) VRS Basic Feature Control: 

 

EdgeCleanup 

Range: 0=off, 1=on 

Default: 0=off 

Description: When EdgeCleanup=1, VRS replaces black pixels in the border around the image with white 
pixels, preserving the width and length of the image size determined by VRS Auto Crop. 
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Note: This setting applies only when AutoDeskew=1 and AutoCrop=1 and VRS is returning a black and white 
image and VRS successfully deskewed and cropped the image. 

 

AutoCrop 

Range: 0=off, 1=on 

Default: 0=off 

Description: When AutoCrop=1, VRS automatically crops images to the actual size of the scanned document. 
For example, if you scan a postcard, the Auto Crop feature ensures that the image matches the actual 
document dimensions (rather than the paper size specified by the scanning application).  

Note: If BlackBG=1, indicating black background, the cropping dimensions are determined by using the 
contrast between the paper background and the scanner background. If BlackBG=0, indicating white 
background, the cropping dimensions are determined by the content of the image. 

 

AutoDeskew 

Range: 0=off, 1=on 

Default: 0=off 

Description: When AutoDeskew=1, VRS automatically straightens any images that are skewed when they 
scan.  

Note: If BlackBG=1, indicating black background, the deskew correction is determined by using the contrast 
between the paper background and the scanner background. If BlackBG=0, indicating white background, the 
deskew correction is calculated based on horizontal and vertical text lines in the image. 

 

DespeckleEnable 

Range: 0=off, 1=on 

Default: 0=off 

Description: When DespeckleEnable=1, VRS removes speckles from the image. Use the DespeckleHeight 
and DespeckleWidth settings to specify the size of the speckles to be removed. 

Note: This setting applies only when ColorMode=3 (black/white). 

 

DespeckleHeight 

Range: [0, 75] 

Default: 0 

Description: Use DespeckleHeight to specify the height in pixels of the speckles to be removed. 

Note: This setting applies only when ColorMode=3 (black/white) and DespeckleEnable=1. 

 

DespeckleWidth 

Range: [0, 75] 

Default: 0 

Description: Use DespeckleWidth to specify the width in pixels of the speckles to be removed. 

Note: This setting applies only when ColorMode=3 (black/white) and DespeckleEnable=1. 

 

C) VRS Professional Feature Control: 

 

AutoOrientation 

Range: 0=off, 1=on 

Default: 0=off 
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Description: When AutoOrientation=1, VRS automatically rotates the image 90, 180, or 270 degrees, based 
on the detected orientation of the text in the image. 

Note: This setting applies only when Auto Deskew=1. 

 

AdvancedClarity 

Range: 0=off, 1=on 

Default: 0=off 

Description: When AdvancedClarity=1, VRS applies advanced thresholding techniques for suppressing 
densely pattern document backgrounds. 

 

BlnkPgDeletion 

Range: 0=off, 1=on 

Default: 0=off 

Description: When BlnkPgDeletion=1, VRS automatically removes any page that it can confidently determine 
to be blank. There is a content sensitivity setting to adjust and control the VRS interpretation of "blankness” 
but this content sensitivity setting is not supported by the VRScmd DLL at this time. 
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3. Maintaining VRS Configuration on TCOSS 

3.1 MFPConnect VRS Configuration Overview 

Since MFPConnect 2.5 the VRS parameters (or the no-VRS mode) can be defined individually per 
destination and per MFP. 

The following three configuration elements make up the whole VRS configuration on TCOSS: 

 

1) List of all destinations ("use cases"), for which VRS conversion is intended. 

This list is stored in the message body of a dedicated TCOSS message folder entry, in simple text format. 
This TCOSS message is named “VRSUCID” and it stays in the message folder of the “MFPTEMPL” user. 

Format of one use case definition: 

 UCID: service, address 

e.g.: 

 FaxVienna: FAX,00431* 

Where UCID ("use-case ID") is just an arbitrary unique name of this destination and is used only in VRS 
profiles (see below) to reference this use-case. 

Wildcard character (*) can be used in the address part as beginning or ending character. 

A complete UCID definition list can look like this: 

 ScanToUser: TOPCALL,ASCENT 

 Mail: SMTP,*@dicomgroup.at 

 FaxVienna: FAX,00431* 

 Fax: FAX,* 

 

VRS will be performed only for sendings where the recipient matches one of these destinations. Otherwise, 
the default is used: no VRS. 

The order of the definition lines is important because the first match determines the respective use-case. 

Hint: Use the menu "Use-Case IDs..." in KCS VRS Wizard to show / maintain these UCID definitions: 
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2) VRS profile(s), each one containing the corresponding VRS parameters for the defined UCIDs. 

E.g.: 

 FaxVienna: AutoBrightness=1,BWContrast=175,ColorGamma=118,EdgeAggr=128 

 Fax: AutoBrightness=1,BWContrast=175,ColorGamma=118,EdgeAggr=128 

 

Normally, all MFPs of the same type use the same VRS profile, but this is not mandatory. Each MFP can 
have its own individual VRS profile. 

If some defined UCID is missing in a VRS profile, then for MFPs using this profile, VRS conversion is 
disabled for these destinations. 

Each VRS profile is stored as a special TCOSS message in the message folder of the “MFPTEMPL” user. 
The name of this message is arbitrary, but it must begin with the “VRS” prefix. 

Hint: Use the "Load..." and "Save..." buttons in KCS VRS Wizard to show / maintain the VRS profiles: 

 

 

3) MFP shadow user => VRS profile assignment. 

The “VRS profile” field in the MFP shadow user is used to assign a VRS profile to an MFP. 

One MFP can have no or one VRS profile. If there is no VRS profile assigned to an MFP then VRS is 
disabled for this MFP. 

More MFPs can share the same VRS profile: Just enter in each of these MFP shadow users the same VRS 
profile name in the “VRS profile” field. 

Note: The VRS profile name must be entered in the MFP shadow user “VRS profile” field with the TCOSS 
path definition, that is, with the “MFPTEMPL/” prefix. This is a detail, which is not hidden by the KCS VRS 
Wizard or TCfW user interface. 

Hint: Use the menu “MFP shadow users...” in KCS VRS Wizard to display / maintain the MFP shadow user 
=> VRS profile assignment: 
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MFPConnect uses the following procedure to determine whether for a certain MFP and a certain recipient 
VRS conversion has to be performed and if yes, with which VRS parameters: 

 

Step 1: 

MFPConnect tries to find among the UCID definitions the first matching entry with the recipient address. If no 
matching UCID definition is found, no VRS will be performed. 

(E.g., in the example above, the recipient FAX,0043186353 matches to the use-case “FaxVienna”, but also to 
“Fax”. However, “FaxVienna” will be found first, so the corresponding use-case is “FaxVienna”.) 

Step 2: 

Finding the TCOSS shadow user of the sending MFP. 

If the sending MFP has no corresponding shadow user on TCOSS (user ID: the fully qualified domain name 
of the MFP), then it cannot have corresponding VRS profile either, so no VRS will be performed. 

Step 3: 

Loading the assigned VRS profile from the MFP shadow user. 

If no VRS profile is defined at the MFP shadow user, then no VRS will be performed. 

Step 4: 

Checking if the VRS profile has a VRS parameter definition for the use-case determined in step 1. 

If no such definition is found, then no VRS will be performed. 

Otherwise, this VRS parameter set will be taken and the VRS conversion will be performed. 

(Provided that a valid VRS license is available and the VRS feature is not generally disabled in the TC/LINK-
MFP registry settings.) 

E.g., to continue the example in step 1, to enable VRS the VRS profile must have a VRS parameter definition 
for FaxVienna, something like this: 

 FaxVienna: AutoBrightness=1,BWContrast=175,ColorGamma=118,EdgeAggr=128 

 

Warning: It is not sufficient to have a VRS parameter definition for the use case “Fax”, even if “Fax” is by 
definition “FAX,*” and the recipient in our example is “FAX,0043186353”. 
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The reason is that in step 1 our use-case was already categorized as “FaxVienna” and not as “Fax”, and this 
will not be revised later. 

In the MFPConnect configuration semantic, a missing use-case definition in the VRS profile means that VRS 
is disabled for this use-case. 

3.2 Maintain VRS Use Case IDs 

 

 

Enter / change the values in the “UCID” and “Destination” edit fields below and do not forget to click “Add” or 
“Update” to apply the changes into the list. Buttons “Move up” and “Move down” can be used to change the 
order of the UCID definitions. The order of the entries is relevant. (E.g., if use-case “Fax” would stay before 
“FaxVienna” in the list above, then “FaxVienna” would never match.) 

The changes are not stored on TCOSS until you click the Save button. 

For more information on VRS use-case IDs please refer to the topic VRS configuration overview. 

3.3 Maintaining VRS Profiles 

KCS VRS Wizard offers all functionality to maintain the VRS profiles: 

Display VRS profiles: 

 Show all VRS profiles stored on TCOSS 

 Show the content of a VRS profile 

Manage VRS profiles: 

 Create a new VRS profile 

 Delete an existing VRS profile 

Edit VRS profiles: 
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 Store VRS parameters for a UCID 

 Modify the VRS parameters for a UCID 

 Delete the VRS parameters for a UCID 

3.3.1 Show All VRS Profiles Stored on TCOSS 

1) Click “Load parameters” 

 

2) A list appears with all VRS profiles stored on the TCOSS server it was logged in. 
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3.3.2 Show the Content of a VRS Profile 

1) Click “Load parameters...” 

 

 

2) A list appears with all VRS profiles stored on the TCOSS server it was logged in. Click on the “+” to 
expand the VRS profile node that interests you. 

A list of all defined (valid) VRS use cases plus all undefined VRS parameter entries in the selected VRS 
profile will be displayed. The tree-view displays all UCIDs, even those, for which there is no VRS parameter 

defined (marked with the  icon). For these use cases the VRS conversion is disabled. This information is 
important if we want to see at a glance, whether a destination is configured to use VRS or not for all the 
MFPs using this profile. 

: VRS parameters are stored in VRS profile for this use case; VRS conversion is enabled 

: no VRS parameters are stored; VRS is disabled 

: VRS parameters stored in the profile, but without valid UCID 
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Example: 

 

 

The message body text in the corresponding TCOSS message file (message folder: “MFPTEMPL”, message 
name “VRSCA3170”) looks like this: 

 

BWContrast=128,ColorGamma=128,GrayGamma=128,EdgeAggr=128,AutoBrightness=1 

Fax:BWContrast=200,ColorGamma=128,GrayGamma=128,EdgeAggr=128,AutoBrightness=1 

Ascent2:BWContrast=128,ColorGamma=128,GrayGamma=128,EdgeAggr=128,AutoBrightness=1 

FaxVienna:BWContrast=128,ColorGamma=128,GrayGamma=128,EdgeAggr=128,AutoBrightness=1 

 

As you see, the order of the entries has been changed in the tree view to display the valid entries first; within 
the valid entries the correct UCID priority order is used. 

3.3.3 Create a New VRS Profile 

Prerequisite: at least one UCID must be defined on TCOSS. (Each VRS parameter set stored in a VRS 
profile belongs to some UCID, so without at least one existing UCID the profile cannot have a valid content, it 
cannot be stored.) 
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1) Choose your preferred VRS settings on the main dialog, and then click “Save parameters…”. 

 

 

2) Select the “TCOSS server” node in the tree-view control. 

Enter a profile name (must always begin with “VRS”) and, optionally, a description and select a UCID from 
the combo-box to which the VRS parameters will belong. 

The “Profile name” must not be an existing profile name; otherwise the VRS profile with this name will be 
overwritten. 

Click Save. 
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3.3.4 Delete an Existing VRS Profile 

1) Click “Load parameters...”. 

 

 

2) Select the profile you want to delete and click the “Delete profile” button. 
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3) It might happen that this VRS profile is defined in some MFP shadow user as the associated VRS profile. 
In this case the VRS profile cannot be deleted: 

 

Click “Show MFPs using this profile…” to get a list of all MFPs that use this VRS profile. 
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3.3.5 Store VRS Parameters for a UCID 

1) In the main dialog, enter the VRS parameters you want to save and click “Save parameters...”. 

 

 

2) Select the VRS profile and use case, with ( ) or without ( ) already existing VRS parameter. Click the 
“Save” button. The parameters will be stored on TCOSS. 

Next time when you open this dialog, you will see the  icon for this use case, showing that it has now VRS 
parameter stored in the profile and therefore, VRS is enabled for this use case. 
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3.3.6 Modify the VRS Parameters for a UCID 

1) Click the “Load parameters...” button. 

 

 

2) A list appears with all VRS profiles stored on the TCOSS server it was logged in. 

Select a profile and a UCID for which you want to modify the VRS parameters. 

The tree view displays all UCIDs, even those, for which there is no VRS parameter defined (  icon). For 
these use cases the VRS conversion is disabled. This information is important if we want to see at a glance, 
whether a destination is configured to use VRS or not for all the MFPs using this profile. The use cases with 

VRS conversion are marked with the  icon. Select one of these nodes and click the “Load” button. 
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3) The VRS parameters will be loaded to the GUI of the main dialog. 

Modify the VRS parameters on the main dialog and then click “Save profile…”. 
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4) In the “Save parameters” dialog all fields are filled automatically. You only need to click the “Save” button. 
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3.3.7 Delete the VRS Parameters for a UCID 

1) Click “Load parameters...”. 
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2) A list appears with all VRS profiles stored on the TCOSS server it was logged in. 

Select the profile and select a UCID for which you want to delete the VRS parameters. 

The tree view displays all UCIDs, even those, for which there is no VRS parameter defined (marked with the 

 icon). For these use cases the VRS conversion is disabled. This information is important if we want to see 
at a glance, whether a destination is configured to use VRS or not for all the MFPs using this profile. The use 

cases with VRS conversion are marked with the  icon. Select one of these nodes and click the “Delete 

parameter” button. After deleting, the selected use case is marked by a  icon; this means that the VRS 
parameter set for the use case is deleted, i.e., the VRS is disabled for this use case. 
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4. Maintaining MFP Shadows Users 

4.1 Show the MFP Shadow Users on TCOSS 

Open the ‘MFP shadow users’ dialog: 

 

On open all MFP shadow users are displayed. 

Use the filter fields and the ‘Search’ button to show only a subset of all MFP shadow users, e.g., all MFPs 
beginning with the letters ‘HP’ (case insensitive). 

Or all MFPs having the profile ‘MFPTEMPL/VRSCANON’. You can also show all MFPs having no profile. 
(Clear the filter field ‘VRS profile name’.) 

The character * marks in the list the referenced but not existing VRS profiles. (E.g. VRS profile 
MFPTEMPL/VRS__HP in the picture below.) 

If more than 100 MFP shadow users found on TCOSS, then the ‘More…’ button should be used 
subsequently to continue the listing. 

 

Note: When searching e.g. for ‘MFPTEMPL/VRSCAN*’, then also all MFPs with ‘MFPTEMPL\VRSCAN*’ 
(backslash!) will be listed and vice versa. Reason: MFPConnect accepts both slash and backslash as VRS 
profile definition. 
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4.2 Assign a VRS Profile to One or More MFP(s) 

Open the ‘MFP shadow users’ dialog: 

 

 

Select one or more MFPs from the list, where you want to change the assigned VRS profile, click the button 
‘?’ to get a list of all available VRS profiles: 

 

 

Select a VRS profile and click Save. 
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5. Configuring KCS VRS Wizard 
Select “Configure VRS Wizard…” from the menu. 

 

The following dialog opens: 

 

You can set the following features of the KCS VRS Wizard: 

 

– VRS profile storage type: 

 

Since MFPConnect 2.1, VRS profiles are stored on TCOSS. In earlier versions they were stored in VRS 
setting files. You can now choose your preferred storage method by selecting the proper option in Load/save 
VRS profile. 

Hint: Even if you use MFPConnect 2.1 or later, the setting “VRS setting file” can still be used just to store a 
certain VRS parameter set temporarily in a file for later use. 

 

– TCOSS related settings: 
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The TCOSS path, User and Password are the login data to the TCOSS server, where the VRS profiles are 
stored. 

Displaying the code page used by TCOSS and the PC is purely for your information. You cannot change it. 
The PC code page is automatically recognized, and the compatible TCOSS codepage is assumed by KCS 
VRS Wizard. 

PC codepage: 437, 850, 1252 => compatible TCOSS codepage: 0 

PC codepage: 852, 1250 => compatible TCOSS codepage: 1 

If the code page set on TCOSS differs from the displayed TCOSS code page, then some special letters (such 
as ä, ü, ö) may not be displayed / stored correctly. 

 

TIFF viewer – see Setting the Image Viewer. 

5.1 Setting the Image Viewer 

If you click the Convert+View button, an image viewer will open automatically after the VRS conversion, 
showing the VRS processed image. Also, if you click the View button next to the input image definition field, 
the input image will be shown with an image viewer. This image viewer is the default TIFF or PDF or JPG 
viewer installed on the operating system (depending on the image format viewed image). 

Optionally, you can use another TIFF viewer for KCS VRS Wizard. To set the TIFF viewer, select the menu 
item ‘Configure KCS VRS Wizard…’. 

 

The following dialog will be opened: 

 

 

Use the “Command line for TIFF viewer” field to define your preferred TIFF viewer. 

At the beginning, the default TIFF viewer of the system will be used. (The “opening” application assigned to 
the file extension “.tif”.)  
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Windows picture and fax viewer: 

rundll32.exe C:\WINDOWS\system32\shimgvw.dll,ImageView_Fullscreen %s 

IrfanView: 

C:\Program Files\IrfanView\i_view32.exe %s 

Microsoft Office Document Imaging: 
C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\MSPaper\mspview.EXE %s 

( %s is the placeholder for the TIFF file to be displayed.) 

 

Click the “Set Default” button to fill the edit field with the default TIFF viewer of the system. 

 

Warning! Some image viewer like Microsoft Office Document Imaging locks the image file permanently while 
showing it. So, if you keep open the input image with this image viewer, you cannot perform VRS conversion. 
Instead, you get an error message. 

 

Also, if you keep open the VSR output image and you try to perform the same conversion again (the point is: 
with the same output file name), then you get this message, because VRS will not be able to open the output 
image: 

 

(This latter is not too bad, because normally you vary the VRS parameters and so you will have another 
output file name and so the error does not occur.) 

Workaround: use another image viewer (e.g. IrfanView) or close Microsoft Office Document Imaging showing 
the input image before converting the image. 

5.1.1 Inactivate Image Viewer 

Select the “Don’t show the output image after conversion” checkbox if you prefer that output images are not 
displayed automatically after the VRS conversion. This may be useful if you want to evaluate the output 
images later. In this case, the Convert+View button on the main dialog window will be changed to Convert, 
indicating that no image viewer is currently set. 


